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Rate these two statements in relation to your team scoring it between one and seven where one is “I strongly 
disagree” and seven is “I strongly agree”.

1. “The team I work in has a strong sense of direction and purpose.”

2. “Some team operate aimlessly, often changing direction and focus, but my team is not one of them”

Now find the average of your scores (add them together and divide by two).  Note down your score.

The Benefits of a purposeful Teams

Purpose is defined as “the intention, aim or function of something; the thing that something is supposed to 
achieve” (Oxford Learner’s Dictionaries 2020). Over the past decade however, “purpose” has become a  
management watchword. Since 2010 the word Purpose has appeared in the titles of more than 400 new  
business and leadership books and thousands of articles. A growing and varied number of CEOs have begun to 
use the word to speak directly to the underlying issues and practices of how an organisation or team should 
work.

So, what do we mean when we talk about Organisational purpose and why is it important? John Browne best 
known for his role as the chief executive of the energy company BP between 1995 and 2007 and former  
President of the Royal Academy of Engineering said “Our purpose is who we are and what makes us distinctive. 
It’s what we as a company exist to achieve, and what we’re willing and not willing to do to achieve it” Similarly 
organisational purpose is also described as the “central driving force” of an organisation.

A common purpose unifies employees and helps them understand the organisation’s direction. It can be  
described as the “the fuel, the bond, the intangible link that pulls the organisation together”. The often quoted 
story of the NASA moon landing programme provides an excellent example of the power of a coherent and suc-
cinct organisational purpose. When President Kennedy stated at his address at Rice University in Texas in 1961, 



“This nation should commit itself to put a man on the moon and return him safely by the end of the decade,” 
he gave the NASA program a clear and direct purpose. A single idea which subsequently inspired a nation and 
motivated the actions of thousands of people for most of the following decade. As the story goes, JFK was  
visiting NASA some months later and as he toured the building, he bumped into a janitor “So what do you 
do?” asked the President with an outstretched hand and the janitor famously replied. “I’m helping to put a 
man on the moon.” 

Kennedy had given everyone at NASA a unifying purpose, something bigger than the individuals but small 
enough for everyone to hold on to. “Purpose is that sense that we are part of something bigger than our-
selves, that we are needed, that we have something better ahead to work for.” (Mark Zuckerberg 2017).  
Not all teams have such a grand aspiration as NASA.  We can’t all make history. Perhaps when the stakes are 
as high as they were for NASA an inspiration mission statement is easy to come by. T

he challenge then is to inspire people in a more everyday setting such as at the UHD. The difference that can 
be made at the UHD is on a smaller scale but on reflection perhaps a big difference can be made to select few.  
Without a clear purpose, without direction, improvement becomes arguably impossible. “If the purpose is not 
crystal clear, people will not understand what kind of knowledge is critical and what they must learn in order 
to improve performance. 

A clear purpose allows a company to focus its learning efforts.  In fact, without a clear organisational purpose 
organisational performance is likely to deteriorate.  When team do only what is immediately needed to be 
done, conflict, errors, and lack of focused effort ultimately gain ground and a survivalist cultural environment 
begins to emerge. In such a working culture individuals and teams expend their energies in maximizing their 
effectiveness to the disadvantage of others. 

Without a unifying purpose teamwork breaks down and conflict to take over.

So how does one go about creating an organisational purpose? How does one find what “the few words that 
will determine the system”, words you can manage and lead by?  

According to leading academics three principles are helpful: 

 — Focus:  statements should focus attention and help guide real decisions. 

 — Motivational:  statements should motivate employees to do their best. 

 — Clear:  statements should be easy to communicate, understand and remember. 

The stated purpose of an organisation should address two related questions:  

 — How does the organisation make a difference and for whom does the organisation make that difference? 

 — It remains no easy task to form a concise statement that meets those criteria in isolation.  It needs to be done 
as a team.

So, what is the purpose of the UniHelp Desk?  Are we more than a front line service? Who are we? What need do we 
satify? Who do we serve? What do we stand for? Why are we here? 

Six Steps to finding your purpose as a team

Step 1: Consider what matter most in your work

Here is a list of core values.  From the list select 3 you care about most in your life
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If you have a value which isn’t on the list add it and select that one:

 — Achievement  Enjoyment  Kindness  Growth   Self-control

 — Quality   Expertise  Relationships  Reputation  Spirituality 

 — Learning  Independence  Value for money Flexibility  Tradition 

 — Community  Helpfulness   Virtuosity  Responsibility  Vitality

 — Creativity  Support   Speed   Security 

Once you have selected your top three values, spend some time thinking about them or better yet writing about 
them. Briefly explain why the values you have selected are important to your team.

Step 2:  Think about a team you’d like to emulate. Maybe a sports team or a team in another department or 
institution or a team from history or even from fiction. Describe them briefly in writing.

Step 3  The trophy test.  Draw a trophy and write the name of our name on it as the winners and then put to-
days date.  Underneath consider what the trophy would most likely be for.  What would this team most 
likely win an award for? Now think about what you would like it to say. Are the two things different?  If 
so, what would we have to start to do tomorrow to win the trophy we want to win? 

Step 4  Ask yourself “what are your goals at work that matter the most”?  You might want to break this down 
into:

 —  

 —

 —

 —

 —

 —

 —

 —

 —

 —

 —

 —

 —

 —

 —

 —

 —

 —

 —

 — For you

 — For the team

 — For the Organisation

 — For the Students

 — For Community/Society
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Step 5:  Now pull these elements together into a purpose statement (a purpose statement usually begins with 
“To….” Remember this isn’t a slogan or an advertising strap line this is the reason why we exist as a team.

 — Ask yourself “Is the purpose statement bigger than the team?”  Is it something to strive for?

 — Ask yourself “If we strive to deliver this purpose will we treat others as we wish to be treated?”

Having completed the fifth Step please share the results via email with your line manager in time for the Session.

We shouldn’t move to step 6 until we have completed all 5 of the reflective sessions.

Step 6 Trail your new statement(s). Begin each coms cell by reminding everyone of our purpose.  Maybe we could 
design a sign with your purpose written on it.  Place it somewhere we will see it every day. Consider how we could 
share our purpose with other teams.  Does your purpose fit and are we comfortable with it? Does it inspire is?  If not try 
lets again (go back to step 1) and keep trying. We probably won’t get it exactly right first time. 
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